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Mr. Jepson. latter were by  far  the most complicated. For locomotive coal- 
traffic,  the 40-ton flat-bottomed bogie-wagon described in  his  Paper 
should be very  suitable;  this wagon  had a tare of 25.7 per  cent. 
of the gross load on rails,  and  the load-efficiency was 74.3 per  cent. 
It would be difficult to  obtain a higher efficiency than  this  and  at 
the same  time  allow a net  capacity of 40 cubic  feet  per  ton. 
The  net  capacity per ton should always be taken  into con- 
sideration  when  making a comparison between the efficiencies 
of various wagons, and it would be found by reference to 
Appendix 11. of Mr. Shackleford's Paper,  that some of the wagons 
which showed a high efficiency when  comparing  the  paying load 
with  the gross  load on the rails, had  only a small  capacity  per 
ton : this occurred i n  examples 4, 10, 12, Iti, 21, 22 and 24. With 
reference to  the break of gauge on the  Indian  railways referred to 
by Mr. Upcott, in  the case of a purely  mineral  line  acting as  a 
feeder to a line of 5 foot 6-inch gauge,  the  quickest mode  of tran- 
shipment would  be to  have  self-discharging wagons on the feeder- 
line and run  them on to a simple form of staging constructed  over 
the 5-foot 6-inch line  at  the  transhipping  station. As the narrow- 
gauge wagons passed over the stage, their  contents could be 
discharged  direct  into  the  broad-gauge wagons standing below. 
An  arrangement of this  kind would not be very costly, and  there 
would be no hand-labour required nor delays to the wagon-stock. 

Correspondence. 
MY. Angus. Mr. J. ANGUS forwarded  a sketch of a nlineral wagon (Pigs. 2), 

of which more than 1,000 were in  ut30 on the  llio  Tinto Com- 
pany's  railway  in Spain. These wagons  weighed 34 tons  and 

Figs. 2. 
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carried 94 tons. They  had been designed by the  late Mr. Dufi 
Bruce, M. Inst. C.E., and himself. 
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Mr. W. c. ANNAN, while  agreeing  with Mr. Jcpson  regarding Mr. Annan. 

the  advantages of high-capacity railway-wagons, considered that 
what  was  generally  required  was  rather a high  capacity  per  lineal 
foot of train  than  per wagon, while  reducing  to a  minimum the 
ratio of tare  to load. For  many classes of traffic it was difficult to 
secure full loads for even l@-ton wagons, and  the  disadvantages of 
transhipping  at  junctions,  and even of mixing different consign- 
ments  in one wagon, were  well  known  to  any one who  had had 
experience of traffic-working, and were shown by  the propor- 
tionately low freight accepted by  railways for  consignments in 
full wagon-loads. In  the  Papers comparison was  made  between 
steel bogie-wagons and  the old-fashioned clumsy  8-ton and  l@-ton 
timber wagons in  use for so many years  in  England;  but  had 
the comparison been made with  the  steel wagons used in  India, 
the  advantages of the bogie would not  appear  to be so great.  The 
wagons in  most general use on the  Bengal  and  North  Western 
Railway  (metre gauge) had a  capacity of 10 tons,  were built of steel, 
and were covered. Their  leading dimensions  were :-Length over 
buffers, 19  feet 34 inches ; ditto over body, 16  feet 4 inches ; ditto 
of underframe, 15 feet 6 inches ; wheel-base, 8 feet 9 inches;  tare 
3.98 tons. The  ratio of the load to  the loaded wagon was 7 1 . 5  
per cent., which compared very  favourably  with  any of the bogie- 
wagons described in  the  Paper.  The adoption of four-wheeled 
steel wagons instead of bogies would thus  entail  but  little increased 
expenditure of engine-power, and,  in  the case of coal-wagons, 
would obviate  the necessity of altering  the loading- and weigh- 
ing-arrangements a t   the  collieries and  the  shipping-arrangements 
at  the docks. I n  the case of general  merchandise i t  would do 
away  with a certain  amount of the  transhipping  at  junctions  and 
the  delay  entailed  thereby.  The difference in  length of train 
was, of course, a strong point in favour of the  long  wagon;  but 
this would  be modified if the bodies were made to  overhang  the 
underframe  and were coupled so closely as  to  render it impossible 
for a man  to pass between. The provision of couplings  constructed 
to close automatically  and open by  levers  working from the sides 
would then be  a necessity;  and  the  rules  prohibiting  the coupling 
of moving  wagons by  hand would be observed. 

of the  East  Indian Xailway,  remarked that for wagons of larger 
carrying-capacity  than 10 tons steel had  in  India ousted teak; 
timber  was  practically  only used for the floors and wainscotting 
of covered wagons intended for the  carriage of cattle. The 

Mr. H. KELWAY BANBER,  Carriage and Wagon Superintendent &lr. Barnbe*, 
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Mr. Bamber. carrying-capacity of the  latest  standard  pattern of open wagon 
was 17 tons, and of covered wagons 16  tons, the  tare of the 
former beiug 7 tons  and of the  latter 8 tons (Figs. 3 and 4). The 
latio of the  net  to  the gross load was 70 8 per cent. for open 
wagons, and 66 * G  per cent. for covered wagons. The wheels were 
3 feet 7 inches in diameter,  the draw-gear was continuous, and  the 

. 

axle-boxes were of malleable cast iron. With fair  wear  and  tear 
the cost of maintenance of this class of stock was very low. The 
open wagon was designed  for  mechanical  discharge from one end, 
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the system of unloading  which, i t  was understood,  was about  to Mr. Bamter. 
be  introduced  by  the Commissioners of the  Port of Calcutta. 
The  ratio of body-width t o  gauge,  which was 1 - 7 2  : 1, was  unsatis- 
factory,  but could not be  increased,  owing to  want of space  between 
tracks, the  centres of which  were for the most part  originally spaced 
only 12 feet  apart.  The  capacity for coal was calculated a t  40.5 
cubic  feet per ton; aud on all  new open stock the  height of the 
wagon-sides was sufficient to allow f d l  loads of the  lightest coal 
t o  be carried without  piling above the  level of the sides. The 
journals, 9 inches by 44 inches in  diameter, were  lubricated with 
mineral oil, the  packing  being cotton waste. Axle-boxes were 
examined monthly,  and  the  number of hot axles on a stock of over 
20,000 vehicles  did not  as  arule exceed 0 . 5 5  per cent. per mensem. 
With so satisfactory  a ratio of tare to gross load, four-wheeled 
stock  was  preferable  for general use to bogie-vehicles:  nor could 
much improvement in  the  ratio be attained  until  the load per 
axle on the rail was materially increased. Undue  lightness  in 
tare  resulted  in  frequent  withdrawals of btock for repair,  with 
consequent heavy maintenance-charges. 

subject from the  point of view of manufacturers  rather  than of 
railway-managers  and wagon-superintendents. It was therefore 
the more surprising  that  they  had  limited themselves t o  describing 
open wagons of high capacity, mostly  suitable for mineral traffic 
only. Probably  this was due  to  the preponderance of mineral 
traffic on British  railways.  For  export  to foreign  countries, 
however-certainly  tropical countries  having it rainy aeason, and 
countries  with a large grain-traffic-oovered wagons must be 
provided, of ample cubic capacity  per  ton for the  principal com- 
modity dealt  with. I n  India, for this reason, a large portion of 
the coal-traffic was  dealt  with  by covered wagons, which carried 
grain  and  other commodities in one direction, and coal in  the 
other. The  extra cost for loading  and unloading was, of course, 
considerable, even with cheap labour ; but  nothing  in comparison 
with  the cost of running wagons empt.y in one direction. Tho 
Authors  all  wrote  as i f .   the  use of iron  and  steel for railway- 
wagons was  something  new;  but  the  Great  Western  Railway 
Company had  built  and used iron wagons  since 1844.’ Mr. Jepson 
stated  rather dogmatically that  the  type of bogie with  laminated 
bearing-springs over the axle-boxes was  the  best;  though  he 
immediately proceeded to admit  that  this bogie was very difficult 

Mr. C. E. CARDEW observed that  the  Authors  had approached the Mr. Cnrdew. 

Proceedings, Institution Mechanical Engineers, 1884, p. 424. 
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Mr. Cardew. 

rcs 
g d 

to accommodate in self- 
d i scha rg ing   wagons .  
The  other  Authors, how- 
ever, showed that  the 
American diamond " 
truck,  or  its  later deve- 
lopment  in pressed steel 
plate8, was mubh favour- 
ed, being both lighter 
and more easily accom- 
modated. I n  an all-steel 
truck of the  short wheel- 
base used under wagons 
there  was no need for 
the  end ties to  the  side 
frames, if the design 
and workmanship were 
satisfactory. He could 
not a g r e e   w i t h  Mr. 
Shackleford as to the 
cause of the  rusting 
of steel,  or  the means of 
stopping it. He was 
convinced that  the cause 
lay much deeper. I n  his 
charge on the  Burma 
Railways were several 
hundred wagons with 
steel underframes,  made 
in  the  late eighties. No- 
thing  had been of any 
avail  in  stopping  their 
rusting in that exceed- 
ingly damp climate. So 
serious was the  evil  that 
nothing could save  them. 
On the  other hand, iron 
underframes made in tho 
lateseventieshad suffered 
comparatively little. It 
had been suggested that 
the  steel  had been made 
by the manganese process 
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and  had received an excess of manganese, which  was said to  have Yr. Cardew. 
a great affinity for  oxygen  when dissolved in steel. He also could 
not  agree  with Mr. Shackleford's  fondness for continuous draw- 
p a r .  It had done good work in its  day for timber wagons, but 
with properly  constructed metal  underframes it was but  an added 
complication; and  even  with wooden underframes it was by no 
means  indispensable. The 
absurdity of it was  that 
those who advocated its 
use never proposed a 
corresponding  continuous 
buffing-gear. His experi- 
ence was that nnder- 
frames, especially  those 
with a central combined 
buffer and coupler,  were 
more punished by severe 
buffing - blows than  by 
jerks in pulling.  He  had 
himself been engaged  in 
building  high - capacity 
wagons of teak  rather 
than of steel. What 
could still be done in 
teak was  shown by Figs. 
5 and 6, and  by  the 
following  Table, which 
showed a very  favourable 
ratio of tare  to load, 
having  regard  to  the 
large  bulk  per  ton of 
load  carried. I n  Eurma 
teak showed every  sign 
of outlasting much of 
the  steel used in wagons. 
It was by  no means so 
perishable as  might be 

L.- '--' ' 

I .. 

gathered from MI; Shackleford's  remarks. Teak wagons were 
never  attacked  by insects as Mr. Shacklefordisupposed. White 
ants  in  particular could not  get over the  iron wheels to make 
an  attack, so that  the wheels acted as an  insulator to  that 
insect. 
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. CLVII.] N 
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Mr. Cardew. 
Particulnrs. Bogie Four-wheeled 

Wagon. Remarks. 

Tare . . . . ~ 72 tons 

{ paddy in bag 687 cubic feet  Bulk . . . . i 1,450 cubic feet 
Both wagons take  their 93 1 ,  Load . . . . 1 20 7, 

49 tons 

load . . . . 
Bulk per ton . , 72.48 cubic feet 
Weight on pair of ~ 

72.33 cubic feet ~ { M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ . y  

wheels . . . 

1 to 2-15 

]~ 7 tons tons Maximum permissible ~{ wheel load. 
Weight per lineal)' 

foot  over buffers O a 7  ton 
1 l 

Mr. Cowan. Mr. P. J. COWAN remarked that  the  statements made in  Mr. 
Shackleford's Paper seemed to  imply  that wagon work  was now 
really accurately done, and  that,  owing  to  the methods employed, 
no poor work was possible. But  in  the  building up of channcl 
underframes, no machine  made would allow for variations  in 
the  thickness of the web of the channel. For  instance, in  the 
centre of the wagon were two  longitndinals ; working towards one 
end  there came next a cross bearer,  a short  length of channel over 
the bogie-centre and  another cross bearer, and  then  the continua- 
tions of the  longitudinals.  There were two variables in  this  length, 
or  four  in  the  length of the whole car, namely, the  thickness of 
the webs of the four cross bearers, and  this,  though  slight, was 
often sufficient to make the holes in  the floor-plates match badly. 
If  plates mere drilled  to  template,  starting from the centre, the 
holes in  the  end  plates were liable  to be out; while, starting 
from the  end plates, the holes in  the  centre  plates would not  be 
fair,  and  often  they would  be far enough out  to  render good 
riveting impossible. It was difficult to see how this was  to  be 
guarded  against, as it was imperative  that  the  longitudinals 
should butt  against  the webs of the channels  forming the cross 
bearers. In much work turned out, the  channels  did  not hold 
up  to  the work and  butt  at  the ends, when, of course, all  the 
strain  was  taken  by  the knee, and  the buffing and  other  shearing 
etresses, instead of being  taken  partly  by  the channels and knees 
together, were all  transmitted  through  the  rivets only. The 
superiority of pressed-steel work over structural sections would be 
a disputed  point for some time  to come. In the dispute, however, 
one  point seemed to be  somewhat lost  sight of. Railways in  the 
Colonies, Egypt,  and  other  countries abroad,  were now purchasing 
steel wagons on account of their  superiority  under  trying climatic 
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conditions, or else  were  introducing  them on account of traffic Mr. cowan. 
problems  such  as  transportation of large  quantities of material in 
bulk.  How  many of these  railways  had  hydraulio  presses or 
could afford t o  make  dies  for odd parts  when  required  in  the re- 
pairing of pressed-steel wagons? In such  circumstances,  wagons 
built of ordinary  standard  sections of channels,  tees, etc., were 
much more  easily  repaired ; and  this  was  a  matter of consider- 
able  importance,  considering that from  numerous causes, such  as 
the roughness of the road, the failure of the natives,  perhaps, 
to understand  thoroughly  what was  expected of them, etc., 
accidents  occurred  much  more  frequently in these  countries than 
they  did  at home. At such  times it was e matter of great con- 
venience to be able  to  take  a  length of & rolled  section,  say, a 
ohannel-perhaps  even  to cut  up a sole-bar  for the purpose of re- 
placing a damaged headstock-form a couple of knees,  and rivet 
the whole on to  the sole-bars,  instead of making  shift  to  repair  a 
headstock  formed of a pressed-steel  trough. On the other  hand, 
pressed-steel  work  minimized the  number of joints  and  the  number 
of rivets,  and  this,  with  the  average  quality of riveted  work 
put  into steel  wagons,  was a  matter of great  importance. Mr. 
Shackleford seemed to  think  that  the introduction of modern 
machinery  alone  was the remedy  for poor work. In some  of the 
best-equipped  wagon-building  shops in  the world Mr. Cowan had 
seen  work turned  out  which  native  hand-riveters  in  the colonies 
would  have been ashamed to own. It was  surprising how much 
bad  work could  be done by men in charge of good machines  unless 
they  were  constantly  kept  up to  the  mark  by  the foreman, and 
the machines were kept  in  first-class order. Riveting  was espe- 
cially  liable  to  this,  and  if the  hydraulic maohines  were  only slightly 
in need of attention  the  resulting work might  be of a  very  in- 
ferior  quality ; while the  latest of all processes, riveting  with  a 
pneumatic  hand-hammer, was often  productive of the worst work 
conceivable. In this method  great  care  had  to  be exercised by  the 
workman  to  get  the  head  properly formed  round the  rivet  instead 
of lopping it over  to  one  side. None but  long-stroke  hammers 
should be used  for rivets of any size, and  even  then  the  rivets 
were  often looser than  they would be had  they been hammered 
down  by  any  other process. The inaccessibility of some of the 
joints  rendered machine-work  often difficult to  carry  out,  and, 
in spite of the  fact  that  special  contrivances  were sometimes 
used to overcome the difficulties, the work  was by no means what 
it should be, and  certainly wm far from perfect; so that a satis- 
factory  riveted  joint on a drawing came to  be  but  a poor connec- 

X 2  
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BIr. Cowan. tion  in  reality.  With  regard to Mr. Shackleford’s remark  that 
care should be  taken  that sheets, plates  and sections  were well 
and cleanly rolled and free from scale, laminations and  blemishes 
of every  sort, and  that  the  material  should be  carefully tested 
before it was used, it was to  be wished that  manufacturers would 
help buyers  in  these points, instead of making  out, as was so 
often done, that  inspection  was  only asked for and  insisted 
on by a lot of faddists a t  Westminster. Mr. Jepson directed 
attention to the  extremely  important consideration that  the load 
per  lineal foot could  be more than doubled by the use of steel 
wagons. This meant  a great  saving  in yard-space, which, now 
that  the increased power of modern locomotives enabled longer 
trains  to  be  drawn,  was a point  not  to be overlooked; for not 
a few cases had  arisen  where  the locomotive, to work economi- 
cally,  should haul a train  which would be too long for the block 
section or sidings, when it was made up of ordinaly wagons. With 
regard  to  weighing,  surely one table should  be  provided for each 
bogie. The  weights could be taken  at  both  tables at   the same 
time,  and  half  the  troubles of shunting would be  avoided; while 
if ordinary four-wheeled stock  was made up in  the same train, 
one table only would be needed for a  wagon of that kind. In 
weighing,  the  frequent  shifting,  starting  and  stopping of the 
wagons occupied much time, and in busy places this should 
certainly  be reduced, even  if it involved  the weighing-clerk in 
a little  extra work on account of the  two  readings for a large 
wagon. It was  greatly  to  be  regretted  that more provision for 
the use of high-capacity  wagons was not being made at  the  present 
time. Locomotive-coal, for which  these wagons  were  well  suited, 
was still largely loaded in  small  trucks,  owing  to  the  lack of 
suitable accommodation for large hopper-wagons at  the coal-stages 
on the  railways;  and  it was strange  to notice that new  stages were 
continually  being erected on the old lines  without  any regard to 
labour-saving devices, or  any provision for the  future,  when hopper- 
wagons of high  capacity would be available  in large numbers. At  
present, a large 304011 or 40-ton  wagon was a most  inconvenient 
thing  to unload. The  material  had  either  to be thrown over the 
side, falling  anywhere,  or it had  to be unloaded through one or 
two doors, which  the men had  quite a walk  to reach. For  this 
reason, for  mineral-traffic in  bulk  the  future  lay  with hopper- 
wagons. Again, a metal floor was not  suited to shovelling-at least, 
not  as  usually constructed. If  the  joints were butt-joints  with  the 
lap-plates  underneath,  the  rivets  were  not  countersunk in the ordi- 
nary course, though some contractors saw  the  advisability of flatten- 
ins.  the heads. But the floor-plates were frequently lap-jointed, 
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and then  the jar on the labourer’s hands was  often sufficient to throw Mr. Cowan. 
everything  out of the shovel. This  had caused so much  discontent 
that men had occasionally threatened  to  stop work on cars so built. 
The  matter of doors needed a good deal of attention,  The  ordinary 
drop door, copied from the old lo-ton  timber wagon, was objection- 
able  when  applied  to  steel wagons on account of its great  weight, 
and it was impossible for one man  to  handle it: moreover, its 
weight  led  to carelessness in opening, which  was  injurious  to 
hinges, riveting, etc. A folding door was objectionable on account 
of its liability,  unless  fast closed, to  swing  out  in  shunting, 
and  to foul vehicles on other roads. It would seem that a sliding 
door was  best suited  to  the work, if such a door could be 
contrived without  the necessity  for a top  rail across the  gap. 
This  might be possible if the  support for the  top were carried far 
enough back along  the side, so that  in closing the door would be 
supported  by  that  portion still passing along the side. That  was 
to say, reverse the  order of things, and have a rail at the  top of the 
door instead of a roller on a rail, and make the  rail slide  over the 
coping  iron of the side, or some other  suitable  arrangement. In 
wagons with  drop doors reaching to the  tops of the sides it was 
imperative  that  the  nnderframe should  be strong  enough to 
prevent  any  sagging  under  full load, or the door might  jam,  and 
sufficient clearance  should be given  to  the ends of the door to 
prevent  this  in all circumstances. But when there were no 
doors needed, as  in hopper-wagons, it was hard  to see what 
objections there could be to  the sides assisting in carrying 
the load on the underframe, as  in  several of the designs of 
American  eteel wagons, e.g., the  Vanderbilt and others. If 
the  longitudinals took the buffing-shocks, why could not  the 
vertical members assist in  carrying  the  vertical  loads? It was 
difficult to  understand  why a side, which must  take some such  form 
and  shape as that of a bridge-girder,  might  not assist the  longitu- 
dinal~,  as the  vertical and other members of a bridge-girder assisted 
in supporting  the load on the bottom boom. Possibly with  the 
central buffing- and  draw-gear  there  was less objection to  the  girder 
side  than  with  the  English  pattern ; for with  the  central  gear  the 
middle  longitudinals took all the shocks and  the buffing-strains, 
whereas in the  English  type  these  were  transmitted  through  the 
whole frame. Jt would have been interesting if Mr. Jepson  had 
given a few more particulars of the underframe  tests. Mr. Cowan 
had seen  wagons tested  with almost one-third of the test-load 
standing  exactly over each bogie-centre, thus  assisting  the  frame to 
give a good result  by  the careful  disposition of the  load; and in 
other cases test-loads had been tried  with  heavy  balks of timber 
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Mr. Cowan. between the load and  the floor, a contrivance which added to the 
stiffness of the frame  much in  the same way  as one plate helped 
another in  a laminated  spring. He  contended that no test  was 
fair unless the load was made up of short  lengths of small  material 
suchas pig-iron, with  nothing over the floor, either for “ protection ” 
or for any other purpose. In Mr. Twinberrow’s Paper a type of 
bogie was described with  the side bearing-springs for  the wagon 
fitted above the bolster in a box. This  might give a good easy 
motion, but a worse  position  for examination  or for renewal in  a 
yard  with few  appliances, was  hardly conceivable, as the  springs 
appeared to be quite boxed in,  and were  indeed described as  being 
‘‘ carried in  boxes.” Boxes were to  be avoided under  all circum- 
stances where  quick examination was of importance. With  large 
wagons and  heavy  trains, automatio brakes  throughout  the  train 
would be  found to be necessary, as  they  had been found in America. 
No hand-brakes could prove thoroughly  satisfactory  for  this 
purpose, though  they would have  to be  included for use in  the 
yard. It was  strange  that dumping-doors had received but  scant 

F&J. 7. 

attention in the  three Papers. The  sliding door had  many advan- 
tages over the  swing door, but  the one advocated by Mr. Twinberrow 
Heemed unnecessarily complicated. An American  design,  combining 
theswing  and  the  sliding motions would seem to simplify this  matter 
considerably. Such a door was  shown  diagrammatically i n  Fig. 7. 
Doors of this  kind could be opened and  shut  with  equal ease, a 
point in which the  ordinary  swing door failed signally  if  only  part 
of the load had  to be discharged.  Normally the door was closed, 
SO that if one of the working-levers  failed, the wagon would still 
retain its load ; whereas with  the  ordinary  swing door the  breakage 
of one of these rods meant  that  the load was discharged un- 
intentionally.  The chief objection to it lay in the fact that  the 
load was supported with a  few pins  and  links;  but  this was 
not overcome in Mr. Twinberrow’s or  in any other design. I n  
cars fitted  with  automatic brakes, doors could be operated by power 
if worked in  trains,  when a long  train of cars could be  discharged 
in  a very few minutes, with  extraordinarily  little trouble. 
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Mr. J. N. DOBSON considered that  while  many circumstances Mr. Dobson. 
had  to be taken  into account in  dealing  with  the  question of the 
introduction of large wagons, i t  wa8 clearly shown by  the  Papers 
that  when a large wagon  could be  run  full, it was economical to 
use it. It was generally accepted that,  in order to  be used to 
the  best  advantage,  large wagons  should be employed on long 
distances ; hence, for the  transport of minerals, large wagons, pro- 
vided they were filled, must show great economy. Mr. Jepson's 
statement  that  the  principal  railways  had begun transhipping 
goods at large centres, thus  obtaining a much  higher  average 
load, raised an  important point. The root of the whole matter 
seemed to Mr. Dobson to  lie  in  the  question of thus  transhipping 
goods, which enabled  railway-companies to  run 20-ton wagons 
where  formerly  they  had  only  run 8-ton or 10-ton wagons. 
On a line  having a heavy mineral-traffic, the  larger  the wagon 
the  better for the company and for the  consigner;  but  the 
absence of heavy mineral-traffic was no reason why  large wagons 
should not be used to  advantage  in  certain cases. It therefore only 
became a  question as  to  the means to  be adopted to  ensure  the 
filling of those wagons. Railways  must be fed, and traffic must be 
encouraged ; and if the companies desired to  carry goods in  the most 
economical way, such  advantages should  be given  to  the consignors 
as would induce them  to fill the wagons. Collecting-stations 
would of course necessitate additional  handling ; but  in  illustration 
of the  advantages of the  principle of collection, the  penny post 
might be cited. A single letter conveyed from  London  to  Scotland 
would cost a  considerable sum;  but  the system of collection 
simplified the whole matter;  and  although  that  letter  had  to  be 
handled many times, still  the  advantage of the collecting-stations 
outweighed  all  the  additional  handling,  and enabled the  letter  to be 
sent for a penny. In  the opinion of many persons similar  results 
would follow tlle judicious  introduction of large wagons with 
collecting-stations. Besides minerals and  general  agricultural 
produce, the  railways would be enabled to  carry  at low rates 
many  articles  that wero packed, and could be collected and 
re-distributed  without confusion. 

employment of large self-discharging  wagons of 20 tons  and 
upwards, and  had  had correspondence with  the Midland Railway 
Company i n  reference to  the  running of such wagons. Until 
recently,  the Company's reply  had been, that  they could not accept 
such wagontl upon their  line;  but  lately  he  had received from 
them a copy of the  Clearing House drawings  and  regulations for 

Mr. HENRY HACK had given  attention for several  years  to  the Mr Hack. 
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Mr. Hack. wagons, with  an  intimation  that wagons made in accordance there- 
with would be permitted  to  run. Those regulations wero very 
stringent,  and should in  his opinion be ’made more elastic, to 
suit  the  requirements of large works. One of the  rules was 
that a 30-ton wagon  should ba 10 feet high  and 35 feet long over- 
a11 ; but  the  height would in  itself prevent  the employment of 
these wagons at  the  Birmingham Gasworks, where  the  height 
of many of the  gateways  and doorways  was  a little  less  than 10 
feet. Wagons more than 0 feet high could therefore not  be used 
at   the Gasworks, and consequently the  length of a  wagon would 
have  to be increased in order to  still  carry 30 tons ; but  he  had 
been informed that  the dimensions must be  adhered to. A 30-ton 
steel  hopper-wagon had a tare of about 12 tons 10 cwt. and measured 
about 30 feet over buffers. The tare of such a wagon was  about 
29 per cent. of the gross load, as compared with 38 per cent. for a 
timber wagon, and 39 per cent. for  a 10-ton steel  hopper-wagon. 
80 that, for an equal. tonnage, a train of 30-ton wagons would be 
28 per  cent. shorter  than one of 10-ton ordinary wagons, and 314 
per cent. shorter  than one of lo-ton  steel hopper-wagons. This 
would be a great  advantage, as regarded not  only private  sidings, 
but also those of the railway-companies. For  the  last 8 years 
a large  number of the 10-ton  steel  self-discharging  hopper- 
wagons  referred to by Mr. Shackleford (Fig. 5, Plate 3) had been 
used a t   the  Birmingham Gasworks. At present three  hundred 
of them were running.  They were used chiefly in conjunction 
with coal-breakers, the coal being discharged iu to  large hoppers 
over the  breakers  simply by manipulating  the handles and wheels 
attached to the horizontal  sliding doors. The cost of discharging 
was nil, as  the  opening and closing of the doors was done by the 
engine-attendant, whereas at works where  there were no such 
hopper-wagons, the coal being received in wooden wagons with 
side doors, the cost of discharging on to  the coal-breakers was 2.icl. 
per ton. This  saving,  applied  to  the whole of the coal discharged 
into  hoppers  annually, would mean a tatal  saving of S4,500; but 
the  ordering of more of the 10-ton steel hopper-wagons had been 
deferred in  the hope that it would be possible to run 20-ton or 
30-ton wagons. One disadvantage in connection with hopper- 
wagons  was the difficulty of unloading  them  by  hand when the 
coal had  not  to be discharged  direct into a pit  or on to  the  yard. 
Where it had to  be stacked,  as  was  the case with a good deal of 
the coal a t   the  Birmingham Gasworks, the ‘‘ well ” formed between 
the  top of the  frame  and  the  top of the  sliding doors necessitated 
the omployment of false bottoms.” This of course would be the 
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case also with  the self-discharging  hoppers of the  other  designs Mr. Hack-. 
shown in the Papers. The difficulty might be  orercome if 
eliding doors could be arranged so that  when closed their  top 
would be level  with  the  top of the frame, so as  to present a levei 
surface for the men to shovel  upon, and avoid the use of false 
bottoms. 

question of large goods-wagons i t  was necessary to  keep  distinctly 
in  mind  the different  conditions under  which mineral-traffic and mis- 
cellaneous traffic were conducted. In mineral-traffic the wagons 
were full for one journey,  and  empty for the  return  journey ; in 
miscellaneous traffic, on the  other  hand,  the wagons were seldom 
full,  and,  as a rule,  they carried but a small  portion of their  total 
capacity. The conveyance of miscellaneous freight  was conducted 
on more economical lines  in  the  United  States, especially in the 
West', by  having a crew of men  who  travelled  with  the  train,  and 
who, assisted by  the officials at  the various station  salong  the  route 
loaded and unloaded  merchandise without uncoupling the wagons. 
With  this  system it was necessary that  the  train should pull u p  
at   the platform for loading  and  discharging,  without  shunting. 
I n  England  such a system would be impossible under  existing 
conditions, as  nearly  all goods-stations  were situated on a 
siding, and  trains were  made up  with  the  intention of leaving 
wagons at  their respective  destinations. If   the platforms of 
goods-stations could be  arranged alongside the main line,  or on 
a loop-line leading therefrom, and if loading  and  unloading 
could be effected without  breaking  the  train, much demurrage of 
wagons  and  much unnecessary hauling of half-empty wagons 
would be avoided. Many of the new  wagons described in  the 
Papers were of the hopper-bottom variety,  indicating a tendency 
to  the increased  use of such cars. I n  America, the '' car-dumper " 
was rapidly coming into use. This  was a fixed machine  which 
was capable of lifting a car of any  design  or size, and  tipping i t  
sideways, the  contents flowing either  through a shoot into a ship, 
or  into  subsidiary boxes, which were  handled by a crane. 
Such a car-dumper  had  many  advantages  over  the  system of 
emptying wagons through hopper bottoms. While  the  latter were 
convenient  for coal, which flowed somewhat freely  through  the 
bottom openings, they  were  not so suitable for iron ore, which in 
cold weather  was  apt  to freeze, and  in  any case did not flow 
readily. It was found in  the  United  States  that it frequently 
took  several men a considerable time  to  empty hopper-bottom 
ore-wagons on account of the sbicking of the ore. Blast-furnace 

Mr. ARCEIBALD P. HEAD pointed out  that, in considering  the Yr. Heed. 
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Mr. Head. owners in  the  United  States  who owned car-dumpers, found i t  8 

convenience not  to  have  to  insist on their  ore  being  brought  by  the 
railways  in  any  particular class of wagon. The question of corro- 
sion of iron  and  steel wagons was  not gone into in great  detail  by 
any of the  Authors,  and  he suggested that  in  view of the excep- 
tional  liability  to corrosion to  which railway-wagons  were  subjected, 
they  should be made of wrought  iron  rather  than of steel. T'he 
greater resistance of wrought  iron  to corrosion was  well  known 
and  admitted, and  accounted for  the  survival of an  industry which, 
a t  one time, seemed doomed to  extinction, Bridges,  especially in 
and  about London, and  the  internal  parts of ships were still made 
of wrought  iron,  and  its  advantages would apply  equally  to railway- 
wagons. With  regard  to  the  weighing of large cars, it was  found 
in America that if a train of wagons  were  pushedsuccessively  over 
the  table of the weighing-machine while still coupled, inaccuracy 
resulted. At some steelworks in the  United  States  with  which 
he was connected, a weighing-machine  has  recently been installed, 
of which  the  table  had been made 50 feet long, with  the  deliberate 
intention of obliging  the  men  to uncouple the wagons before 
weighing,  in order to avoid having a portion of a neighbouring 
wagon also upon the machine. Such inaccuracies from coupled 
wagons W O U ~ . ~ ,  however, be less pronounced with  the  English  style 
of' coupling with loose chains. One of the  Authors stated that 
automatic couplings were  not safer than  the  English chain-coupling, 
and  that  there  was no need to  improve upon the  latter. Mr. Head 
thought  that  an  examination of the  statistics of railway-accidents 
i n  the United  States,  as compared with  England, would prove 
conclusively that  the  introduction of automatic couplings would 
greatly reduce the accidents to  the employees of the railway- 
companies. 

M,.. Hyde. Mr. PHILIP A. HYDE, Locomotive Superintendent of the  Central 
South African  Railways,  remarked  that,  a,part from the  drawback 
of being  tied down to a &foot 6-inch gauge,  the  situation  in 
South Africa  was  favourable to  the use of high-capacity wagons 
for  various reasons. The load-gauge, being  fairly  liberal, 
admitted of a wagon being  built of a width  equal  to  that of 
English wagons of C - f O O t  8Q-inch gauge;  and  the rails, being 
mostly of 60-lb. section, admitted of a  13-ton axle-load. The traffic 
was  such  that  in most cases full loads could be  obtained for wagons 
of any capacity.  A large coal-traffic was developing, and  such 
facilities  for  loading  and  discharging  as existed  were suited  to  the 
use of large wagons. Most coal-mines could load up to 10 feet 
6 inches in height,  and  their  plant was suited  to wagons of any 
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length  and  standard  width.  Nearly  all gold-mines had  dumping- Mr. Hyde. 
stages,  which would carry  trucks of any size. There  were no 
complicated  systems of lifts or turn-tables,  or  other  plant modelled 
on  such a scale as to preclude the use of large wagons ; and  the 
Central  South African Railways were putting  up locomotive coaling- 
plant,  in connection with hopper-wagons, to  deal  with $0 tons per 
hour  with  two men. The  only  limit  to  capacity  was  the axle-load, 
and an SO-lb. rail  was  being  steadily introduced. The manage- 
ment of the  railway  had  now before it designs  for  various 
types of vehicles of 100,000 lbs.  capacity. With  regard  to con- 
struction,  steel  had  given perfect  satisfaction,  only requiring 
reasonable attention  to he given  to  painting. Of methods of 
construction  the pressed-steel was the most  suitable, and no trouble 
had been experienced in  effecting  repairs, while wagons built on 
this system  were  sounder work, and  required  less  attention. 
Vehicles built of pressed steel  had  several  times been derailed  and 
rolled down a bank,  and  had  not  required  anything more than 
repairs  to bogies, buffers and  brake-gear;  while  the  system of 
trussing  usual  in wagons built of plates  and  angles suffered badly 
under  similar circumstances.  Pressed-steel wagons  had a certain 
advantage  in  weight,  and  the  disadvantage of high first cost. 
Nearlyall  the pressed-steelvehicles he  had seen, in  England,inSouth 
Africa and in the  United  States, were extremely heavy. The hopper- 
wagons of the  Central  South  African  Railways,  which Mr. Jepson 
mentioned, had been found to  carry 85,000 lbs., not 80,000 Ibs. 
as stated.  These wagons  weighed 36,000 lbs., and  had stood a 
test of 224,000 lbs. without  showing  any  sign of distress. He could 
see no necessit,y for the  tare  to  be over 33,000 lbs., and was con- 
fideut that  if  a  wagon  were built of this  weight, it would  give 
equal satisfaction with one of higher  tare.  Lastly, most steel 
wagons built  in  Great  Britain  had  far too good work  put  into them. 
Tho 85,000-lb. wagons savoured more of boiler-making than of 
wagon-building;  and  though it was  satisfactory  to  feel  that 
nowhere else than  in  Great  Britain was such work turned out, still 
the  waste of so much time  and  labour was regrettable.  The old 
hopper-wagons purchased  in  the  United  States were rough  to a 
degree, but  they  had stood the  test of 2 i  years’ heavy work quite 
as well as would the  later  and more finished wagons, and  they 
had been much cheaper. 

the  Rajputana  State  Railway,  remarked  that  the  twenty-eight 
designs of iron  or  steel wagons submitted  with  the  Papers  were 
interesting examples of the different methods by which  the  several 

Mr. W. R. S. JONES, late Carriage and Wagon Superintendent of hIr. Jones. 
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Mr. Jones. Authors and others  had  dealt  with  the same  problem,  namely, to  
secure the  highest load-efficiency for given gross loads. Mr. 
Twinberroa’s designs might be said to  be  examples of the  girder 
method so extensively employed by Americans in  the construction 
of bogie coaching-stock, with  the difference that  the Americans 
used truss-rods to supplement weak timber  structures,  while Mr. 
Twinberrow’s  method  dispensed with them. Mr. Shackleford, in 
his bogie-vehicles, submitted  three systems, all of which,  except 
Figs. G and 7, Plate 3, employed truss-rods in  support of the  under- 
frame; Fig. 7 represented Mr. Jones’s own  method,from which  Fig. 6 
had been copied. Of the  designs  for four-wheeled  wagons Figs. 4 
resembled an  Indian  broad-gauge wagon. In this it would  be 
noticed that  diagonals  in  the  underframes were omitted ; in  fact, 
with a plate floor, or, as in wood flooring or carriage  under- 
frames, with  gussets  at  the corners, or better  still, wide plates 
riveted to the headstocks and sole-bars, as shown in Figs. 0 and 
10, Plate 4, diagonals and bracing-bars  were  obviously superfluous. 
Mr. Jepson’s excellent  designs differed in  many  important  details 
from most of the others ; in  all of them  he relied on the  strength 
of the  underframes to bear  all  or most of the load. The 
bellied sole-bars were  similar  to those used in  Mr. Jones’s own 
practice. This form could sometimes be  dispensed with,  as  in 
Figs. 5 ,  Plate 5, and  Fig. 10, Plate 6, especially in  the  latter, 
where  the  longitudinals shared the load bearing  directly on the 
journals ; thus  avoiding  the necessity of the  side  brackets objected 
to by Mr. Twinberrow.  This  arrangement  was  the  subject 
of a patent  inspired by Hr. Jones. The  merit of any of the 
systems of design would, in  his opinion, ultimately be  deter- 
mined by the load-efficiency, general convenience, endurance, cost 
per  ton of capacity, and cost of maintenance. Mr. Twinberrow, 
unlike  the  other  two Authors, did  not  give  the  tare  weights;  but 
IMr. Jones  gathered from his  paper 1 read before the  Institution 
of Mechanical Engineers  that  he aimed a t  load-efficiencies of 74 per 
cent. to 75 per cent. of the gross load;  in  the  latter case quoting 
a  gross  load of 56  tons  and a paying load of 42 tons,  whence 
the  tare worked out a t  14 tons, which,  if  attained, was a very good 
result. It would therefore  be  interesting  if Mr. Twinberrow 
could state  that  he  had realized this  in practice. He had also 
given  the cost of the  larger  wagon a t  &B per  ton of capacity, 
including  the cost of air-brake  equipment,  which  was likewise very 
good.2 Both Mr. Shackleford and Mr. Jepson  furnished useful data 

* Proceedings of the  Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1900, p. 562 and 567. 
Ibid,  p. 612. 
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as to the  tare of a variety of vehicles. I n  Mr. Shackleford’s Mr. Jam. 
Paper  the  only  two  instances  approaching Mr. Twinberrow’s 
standard of efficiency were  examples Nos. 22 and 24 in  the  Table 
at p. 1 2 G b o t h  giving  74.2 of load-efficiency-and two  other 
examples, Nos. 6 and 19, which  gave 71 - 5  per  cent. and 72 per cent. 
of efficiency respectively. Two out of the  four examples  quoted 
were wagons mounted on four wheels. None of the examples i n  
Mr. Jepson’s Table of bogie-wagons (p. 131) exceeded 70 per cent. 
in  efficiency, while  two of them  were  as low as 63 per cent. 
All Mr. Jepson’s designs were  excellent  examples of steel con- 
struction  as  applied  to railway-wagons. The flat-bottomed wagon, 
Fig. 1, Plate 5, almost reached  perfection in load-efficiency, namely, 
74.3  per cent., with a full  cubic  capacity of 40 feet  per ton. Mr. 
Jones would, however, make two suggestions in  regard  to  this 
design,  namely, the omission of the  underframe diagonals, and  the 
omission of the  front washers on the buffers (Fig. 2, Plate 5 )  : the 
former  for  reasons already  given,  the  latter because the resistance 
of the coils i n  conical springs increased inversely as their 
diameters, and  therefore  the  inner coils yielded last; hence  a 
washer of large  diameter (or indeed  any washer)  was unnecessary. 
The  reduction of the  diameter of the wheels was also excellent 
practice as a means of gaining  weight  without appreciable 
resistance to haulage. He  would  even go farther  and employ 
cast-steel wheels  with open spokes and  wrought-iron naves, and 
dispense with  separate  tires, fastening6 and  inner  rims ; this would 
result  in a further reduction of weight.  He found that  steel  tires, 
2 feet in  diameter, had a duty of 75,000 miles between each turning ; 
so that a  wheel of this  kind could be made to  last  the lifetime of a 
wagon. I n  many  quarters  there prevailed an idea that  the  only 
method of securing a high load-efficiency was by adopting  very 
heavy wheel-loads and bogie underframes. This fallacy was 
easily  refuted by numerous examples. No. 22 in Mr. Shackle- 
ford‘s Table (p. 124) was  a bogie-wagon designed for the 2-foot 
53-inch  gauge, which  gave a load-efficiency of 74.2 per  cent.; 
while  example No. 24 for the S-foot 6-inch gauge was  a  four- 
wheeled  wagon whose load-efficiency was also 74.2  per cent., the 
wagons being  built of the same  materials. This disposed of both 
wheel-load and bogie arguments.  Further  refutation  might be 
found in  Mr. Jepson’s Paper,  where  two hopper-wagons happened to 
be exactly comparable, namely Fig. 3, Plate 5,  and Fig. 10, Plate 6. 
Fig. 3 was a 40-ton hopper bogie-wagou, body 36 feet  long, weight 
15 tons 16 cwt. Fig. 10 was a four-wheeled wagon, 18 feet long, of 
20 t ons  capacity, which was exactly  half  the  body-length of Fig. ~~ - 3, 
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Mr. Jones. weighing 7 tons 18 cwt. Hence two four-wheeled wagons carrying 
together  the same load as  the bogie-wagon weighed 7 tons 18 cwt. 
X 2 = 15 tons 16 cwt. but  thelatter  had  larger  and heavier  wheels 
and an extra  set of buffers and draw-gear. The  total  length over 
buffers of the  two four-wheeled  wagons  was 3 feet more than  the 
corresponding length of the bogie-wagon, equal to 7-69 per cent. 
The  tare of both examples was  adversely affected by  the hoppers 
and door-fittings, but  they  had still a load-efficiency of 71 * 67 per 
cent. of the gross load, which  was  better  than  any of the fourteen 
examples shown in  the  Table  in Mr. Jepson's Paper (p. 131). Mr. 
Twinberrow  dilated on the  advantages of the  extended use of 
hopper-wagons for  minerals  and  certain  other  kinds of traffic, 
based on the  facility  and  low cost of discharging  the load, and 
instanced  the  saving made by a contractor, when employing them 
for  the discharge of a large  quantity of concrete material, as a con- 
clusive  argument.  This  argument  might  be  gladly accepted by a 
contractor, coal-dealer, or gas-company ; but  to a railway  the 
resulting economy would  disappear if the  distance  the load travelled 
reached 30 miles, from the sacrifice of earning-capacity. In  
fact, for every  mile  travelled  by  the vehicle this  advantage of 
Igd .  per ton would decrease until for a  distance of 30 miles it 
became zero. This  statement  was capable of proof thus :-Fig. 3, 
Plate 5,  illustrated a bogie hopper-wagon, having a capacity of 40 
tons, which, as a flat-bottomed wagon, had a capacity of 43.3  tons. 
A similar wagon (Fig. 1) tared 13.7  tons, but was a trifle shorter, 
while  the  wagon shown in Fig. 3 tared 15.8 tons ; it would be near 
enough to say that  the  latter, a hopper-wagon, tared 2 tons 
more and  carried 2 tons less than i f  it were  a  flat-bottomed wagon ; 
thus  the  tare could be reduced by 2 tons, and  the load be increased 
by  the same amount,  within  the gross weight.  Assuming  both 
wagons to  travel 30 miles, the  earnings of the%flat-bottomed wagon 
would be, 42 tons X 30 miles a t  Id. per ton-mile = 1,26Od., less 
unloading 42 tons a t  l?&. = 63d., whence the  earnings would be 
reduced to 1,197d. The  earnings of the hopper-wagon would he, 
40 tons X 30 miles = 1,20Od., and  the difference 1,200d.- 1,197d. 
= 3d. But on the  return  (empty)  journey  there would be 2 tons 
of dead haulage more in  the hopper-wagon, costing .&,d. per ton- 
mile = 2 X 30 = +$ = 6d. per wagon. Thus  the  net  earning- 
power in  carriage  and  unloading  was 3d. per wagon in favour of 
the flat-bottomed wagon, which would  increase  proportionately as 
the distances run loaded and empty exceeded 30 miles. While,there- 
fore, the  traders would 8ave l?&. per  ton  by  being provided with 
hopper-wagons, it would be at  the expense of the railway. Two of 
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the  Authors  shared  the opinion of others  that  there were many Mr. Jones. 
serious  objections to  the  general use of bogie-wagons in  England. 
They  would  disturb  many  existing  arrangements,  which would be 
extremely costly to modify or replace ; and  they offered no advan- 
tage  whatever in  return. It had been proved that four-wheeled 
wagons could be  built  with  the  maximum load-efficiency, and 
could be  made to avoid all  these troubles. The  only serious  dis- 
advantage  that could be  brought  against four-wheeled wagons of 
half  the  length  and capacity was  that  they would occupy about 
8 per  cent. more siding-room ; but if all  the wagon-stock consisted 
entirely of improved four-wheeled vehicles, there would be  many 
thousand miles of extra siding-room still available ; so that  this 
objection was of no immediate consequence to  English railways. 
Again, if he were an executive railway-officer, responsible  for 
wagon-stock, he would contemplate  with  alarm  the  fly-shunting 
of wagons of  564,011 gross  loads on to buffers fitted  with  springs 
of only 5 tons resistance. Mr. Twinberrow  pointed  out  that  an 
ultimate resistance of 60 tons  was considered necessary  for 
American  mineral-wagons of 50 tons capacity.  Therefore on all 
grounds  (including cost) i t  seemed expedient  to  adhere  to four- 
wheeled wagons, whose safe limit  might be restricted  to 20 tons 
of paying load. Again,  as  pointed  out  by Mr. Twinberrow,  long 
bogie-wagons fitted  with double buffers greatly exaggerated the 
coupling difficulties, especially when close couplings were contem- 
plated  for future heavy trains,  as an absolute  necessity  for short 
as  well  as  long wagons. The difficulty was  greater on a sharp 
curve,  and still greater  when passing from a straight  portion on 
t o  a sharp  curve  with a long wagon coupled to one of half its 
length.  After  his  recent  visit  to America, Colonel Yorke, R.E., 
had confirmed an opinion expressed by Nr. Jones  in 1900 that  short 
wagons  mounted on  four wheels and of high load-efficiency solved 
the wagon problem in  the most convenient way,  having  regard 
to  existing circumstances on English  railways. Nevertheless, 
although  there were many obstacles to  the  universal adoption 
of bogie goods- and mineral-vehicles, there still remaincd a field 
in  which  large  numbers of them  might be usefully employed. 
With  regard  to some statements made in  the  Papers, Mr. 
Shackleford gave reasons for the  change of materials from 
wood to  iron on the  Indian railways. The only insects Mr. 
Jones knew of that destroyed timber were white  ants,  and  they 
avoided teak;  in fact, the bodies of coaching-stock were still 
built of teak  with  iron panels, but  the climate  was particularly 
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Mr’Jones. unsuitable for carpentry  in Upper India  where between the  wet  and 
the  dry seasons teak  timber  shrank  and expanded 2 inch  per foot. 
The  range of temperature  was  in some places from below zero to 
176’ F. in  the sun, often accompanied by a drying  hot wind. 
Mansell teak-centre  wheels  were  rendered dangerous by these 
conditions, and  had  to  be discarded. It was  found that  iron  and 
steel vehicles could be made of greater  capacity  within  the 
permissible  outside dimensions, and  were  lighter  in tare. With 
reference to  Mr. Shackleford’s remarks on couplings, central 
buffers  with continuous bars  had been first  supplied  in  the  early 
sixties  by Messrs. Joseph  Wright  and Sons, now  the Metropolitan. 
Railway  Carriage  and Wagon Company, to  the  Hamar-Elverum 
Railway  (Norway);  and  although  the  bars were 22 inches in 
diametor  they were  adversely reported on by  the  late Mr. Car1 
Pihl, M. Inst. U.E., after  being a short  time  in use, on account of 
being  distorted  under buffing-shocks. The  bars were then divided, 
which not  only  cured  the defect, but made the  train easier to start, 
by  allowing it to  stretch  when  starting.  The system Mr. Shackle- 
ford. recommended, even  for det,ached draw-gear, was a device of past 
practice introduced  to save weak wooden underframes; i n  well- 
designed and properly-constructed  steel  uuderframes, fitted  with 
draw-springs of ample  range,  the necessity  for  such an  arrangement 
did  not exist. Besides, with continuous  draw-bars, when close coup- 
ling  was employed, the  train was  only  capable of stretching  about 
1 inch ; while in a train of forty heavily loaded vehicles fitted with 
disconnected draw-bars  he  had measured  a stretch of over 14 feet, 
which allowed the  engine  to  start well and easily. Mr. Twinberrow 
named  several  defects in  central buffers, among them  their  inability 
to  adjust  themselves  “when  approaching each other on curves.” 
Messrs. Geo. Spencer, Moulton and Co. had supplied central buffers to 
the  North Mount Lye11 Railway Company and  recently  to  the  North 
Eastern  Railway electrical cam, which completely met this defect. 
He  entirely  agreed  with Mr. Shackleford that  the preservation of 
the  iron or steel used in wagons was  an  important  matter, wherein 
neglect was followed by serious consequences to  the life of the 
wagon. Mr. Jones  had obtained good results from covering the 
contact surfaces with a liberal coating of coal-tar. When  iron or 
steel came in  contact  with  hard woods which gave  forth  destructive 
acids the practice of shipbuilders  might be followed with success, 
namely, coating  the  junction of iron  and t,eak with wood-tar 
thickened  with lime. As a general covering, oxide paints should 
be avoided ; the oxide was too strong a dryer, which caused early 
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disintegration ; the surface soon presented  a rusty appearance,  and Mr. Jones. 
the protection  was  quickly washed off by  rain,  leaving  the  metal 
surface exposed to  oxidation. He had  found it best  to employ the 
purest  white  lead mixed with  raw  linseed  oil:  though it took 
longer to  dry,  the  result was  more enduring  and  satisfactory ; but 
one coat  should  be  thoroughly dry before  another  was added. The 
Authors  deserved  the  thanks of the whole railway  community  for 
showing  not  only  what had been achieved in construction, but 
also what degree of efficiency was possible. Judging from  tLe 
speeches of their  chairmen,  English  railway-companies  were 
gradually  awaking  to  the  financial  advantages of reduction of 
train-mileage; but it was doubtful  whether  they  yet  fully  realized 
the  extent of the financial  gain  from the reduction of dead 
haulage. He was  therefore  tempted to  give  the  following  unique 
practical  example  which  had  occurred  during  his own official 
experience, in  illustration of this point. Some years  previous 
to 1892, he  had  satisfied himself that  the capacities of the 
wagon-stock of the  Rajputana  (metre-gauge)  Railway  admitted 
of greater loads. The  underframes would also be strong  enough; 
all  that was  required  were  stronger  axles  and  bearing-springs. 
These  were  added,  and  nearly  completed  in 1892, and  he 
applied  for official sanction  to  mark  them  for  the  heavier loads, 
which  would  raise the  total carrying-capacity  from 50,709 tons 
to 68,353 tons, the tare remaining as before, namely, 27,199 
tons. The load-efficiency would thus be increased from 65 per 
cent. to 71 -53  per  cent.  The gross  ton-mileage  for the  best 
previous  year waa roughly 944 million  ton-miles, the  net goods 
ton-mileage  was 395 94 million  ton-miles,  and the weight of 
goods carried  was 1,375,879 tons. He was informed that  the 
merchants of Bombay had  engaged to export a very  large 
quantity of grain  and seeds during  the  first half of 1892, and 
that it was  desirable that  the General  Manager  should be 
prepared  to  state  what  quantity could  be dealt  with  by  the 
Kajputana  Railway  (the  shortest  and  cheapest  route).  After 
carefully  investigating  the  matter  with  the  aid of statistics, 
Mr. Jones  had been able  to say that  with no more locomotive 
work and  not  a  rupee more expense, the  railway  might  be 
made to  carry  an  additional 585,000 tons of goods the previous 
average  distance,  and  earn  an  extra  profit of Rs.56,41,000; 
or 4 . 5  per  cent. extra dividend.  This  statement  had been 
received with scepticism. It. meant that '42 per cent.  more 
goods could be carried, 5376,000 more be  earned,  and  the 
dividend  be  raised  from 8.65 per  cent. to 13 18 per  cent. He 
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Mr. Jones. had  afterwards  learned  that  the accounts of the first half of the 
year disclosed the  fact  that  the  Rajputana  Railway  had realized 
a dividend at  the  rate of 14 per cent. per  annum,  thus  proving 
that  he  had under-estimated the  advantages  which would result 
from carrying  better loads for the same tare. 

3Ir. Lart. Mr. F. A. LART thought  that  the simultaneous  appearance before 
the  Institution of three  Papers  dealing  with  the  important subject 
of high-capacity wagons was evidence that  practical  interest  was 
being  taken  in  the  matter,  and  that it had by no mean8 been 
neglected, as many  hasty  critics of railway  matters seemed to 
imagine. As the  three  Papers were  complementary to one another, 
a general discussion of them would cover the whole  ground. There 
were a few  slight discrepancies between  the  Papers,  which were, 
perhaps, worth explanation. Mr. -Twinberrow  gave 8 tons per 
square  inch as a permissible  working-stress for  these steel struc- 
tures, as  against Mr. Jepson’s 4 tons. He  presumed that  both 
Authors  meant  the  ordinary working-stress on the  material;  in 
which case 8 tons appeared to be  quite a  reasonable allowance, 
even i f  not too low.  Mr. Shackleford gave  the  average wagon-load 
over  the whole British  railway  system as “less  than 5 tons”- 
a somewhat vague figure, which  presumably  meant  nearly 5 tons. 
Mr. Jepson  gave i t  as ‘ L  only 2 tons,” both  Authors  referring to 
general merchandise. These  widely different  figures  required some 
explanatioc : the  larger  figure would probably  be  the more correct; 
but  was  either  figure supposed to  represent  an  average for loaded 
wagons only, or for both loaded and empty  return wagons ? The 
importance of this difference was obvious. Mr. Twinberrow  gave 
the  density of a load of coal as 42 cubic feet per  ton ; Mr. Jepson 
gave 40 cubic feet-an appreciable difference of 5 per  cent. But 
the  actual  figure would probably vary  with  the  quality of coal, 
and  the figure given  was no doubt  intended as an average. The 
angle of the floor in  self-discharging  wagons had an  important 
influence on the  capacity of the wagon, and while 30” with  the 
horizontal appeared  to  be  the minimum angle possible, 40’ and 
4 5 O  seemed more usual. The  angle, however, would depend largely 
on the  angle of repose of the  material  carried; and while coal 
might be taken  as  requiring  the  minimum angle, that  angle  again 
would be  determined  by  the size of the coal, since the finer coal 
would have a lower angle of repose than  the coarse. Would i t  not 
be possible to  adopt  the  minimum  angle,  say 30°, as a standard, 
in  view of the  fact  that,  while  the coarser grades of coal would 
run  easily on this slope, and  the finer, slack grades  might  lie 
quiet, no coal would be  able to remain on that slope under  the  rush 
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of discharge, which of itself  should suffice to clear the wagon BIr. Lart. 
completely,  even supposing  damp slack  were being  carried ? The 
question of buffers was  certainly a difficult one in  long goods- 
wagons, particularly bogie-wagons, owing not only to  the possible 
locking of buffers on curves, bat  also to  the  damage  to buffers 
having  large heads under  the  inevitable  rough usage of this class 
of rolling stock. He  had designed  a  simple arrangement of single 
spring-buffer which  was  incapable of looking, and would other- 
wise act  quite  satisfactorily ; but it would, of coume, be  applicable 
only  in connection with stock so fitted  throughout.  That diffi- 
culty  really seemed to  preclude any  other buffing-arrangement 
than  the  usual  two fixed buffers with &foot 9-inch centres. 80 
also with  regard  to couplings. The  present loose-link coupliug 
was, he  thought, a satisfactory one from  every point of view, 
includiug  that of locomotive power, and  any refinement of coupling 
for wagons, particularly  in  regard  to  shunting  and  marshalling,  was 
too dangerous and troublesome  for railway  men  to  put  up  with, 
as well as too costly. Automatic couplings suitable for  wagons 
had  always the double disadvantage of being too heavy  and clumsy, 
and not by  any means tight.  They were generally  in  the form of 
combined central buffers, and i f  made too light  they would not 
stand buffing-shocks, while  they  always  had  enough slack t o  allow 
a destructive  snatch : moreover, if they failed there was no dupli- 
cate relief-coupling, as  there  was  with the simple free  link. These 
automatic  couplings  and  central buffers were, he believed, an 
essentially American idea, quite  unsuited  to  British  railway re- 
quirements,  and of very  doubtful  utility  or efficiency in American 
practice. They  were  admittedly a direct source of danger  to  rail- 
way employees. Their use, on railway carriage-stock, usually in 
the form of the  Janney car-coupler,  involved  a  serious  increase 
of weight  and c o s t a n d  of maintenance also, he believed-together 
with dn appreciable margin of danger  through  risk of breakage ; 
while  they produced practically a block train. In fact, they  had 
no advantage  whatever. It seemed to  him  an  unfortunate  thing, 
but a veritable  sign of the times, that  there should  be this 
deliberate  seeking  after complication and expense, nearly  always 
at  a loss of real efficiency, in  regard  to  such  details of railway 
work. He was  glad to notice that  not only was i t  fairly gene- 
]ally recognized that  the use of high-capacity wagons-itself an 
American idea-was auitable  only  within  very  narrow  limits for 
British  railway work, but also the  tendency of development 
lay  towards moderate  expansion of the four-wheeled  wagon up to a 
capacity of, say, 20 tons. Such a wagon, as  the Papers pointed 
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Mr. Lsrt. out,  fitted in  with  all  the requirements of British collieries, turn- 
tables,  weighing-machines, and so on-a satisfactory  state of 
affairs which it seemed unwise  to  interfere  with. People of an 
extra-progressive  turn of mind blamed  colliery-owners for  not 
being able to  deal  with  the  high-capacity bogie-wagon with  their 
existing  plant,  and for not  laying themselves out  to accommodate 
these  innovations.  But  they seemed to  ignore  the difficulties and 
expense  involved, as well  as  the  unfortunate  fact  that  every 
year  saw  the  shutting-down or the  approaching  exhaustion of 
a serious number of collieries all  over the  country,  many 
of which could no longer be made to  pay on account of trades- 
union  restrictions.  Again,  with  regard to harbour- and dock- 
appliances  for dealing  with  export coal, there would have  to be a 
complete  revolution of existing  arrangements if large bogie-wagons 
were to  be dealt  with. On the whole, he did not much care for 
bogie-wagon stock, first because of the complication and  the 
expense, both in  prime cost and  in maintenance, of bogie-trucks, 
and secondly, because he  thought  such stock would not  stand 
rough  usage  like  the  smaller four-wheeled wagons. With  regard 
to  the  structure of the wagon, he considered that Mr. Shackleford’s 
idea of making  the  draw-gear continuous, and  as  independent of 
the  framing as possible, was correct ; but where this was not done 
and  the draw-gear a t  each end  was  attached  directly  to  the  framing, 
the  point of draught should be  near  the  end of the wagon and  not 
nearly  at  the  centre,  as was often the practice  with  the  ordinary 
four- or six-wheeled wagons, and  which was certainly  the chief 
cause of their  violent  lateral  winding movement  on the rails. The 
short wheel-base had also  much to do with  this unsatisfaotory 
featnre,  and  the  proper  authorities would do well  to  insist on a 
wheel-base for four-wheeled wagons of not less than twice, and 
for  bogie-trucks one and  three-quarter times, the rail-gauge. Mr. 
Twinberrow’s  free  centre-pin  and spring-controlled  bogie-truck 
was, he  thought,  an  unsatisfactory design and dangerous. In the 
first place, all  such  controlling  springs  quickly wore  out, and  all 
four  springs should have  exactly  the same tension  if the bogie 
was  to  run  straight.  Again,  the wagon had  to  guide  the bogie, 
and  not  the bogie the  wagon;  and  the  springs  and  not  the  pin 
drove  the bogie. But it seemed to  him  that the  slightest  angular 
movement of the  bogie-truck would bring  all  four  springs  into 
play,  with a resistance increasing  with  the  increasing  angularity ; 
so that  all  the  steering would  be thrown on the  outer  leading 
flange, and  the  two  axles would  be positively  preventcd from 
assuming the  approximate  radial poaition which they would take 
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UP if the bogie were free  to be  guided by  both of the  outer flanges Mr. Lart. 
running on the  outer  rail,  in  the  usual way. He had designed a 
bogie-truck which waa driven from the  pin  well in front of the 
centre of the wheel-base, i n  whichever  direction the  t.ruck  was 
running;  while  the  distribution of weight on the  two axles was 
only  very  slightly altered. No difficulty  would occur in regard 
to brake-gearing. Mr. Twinberrow seemed to advocate the  easy 
springing of wagons, as well as of passenger-coaches, but Mr. Lart 
thought  this  might  easily be overdone in  both cases. The  irregular 
vertical  oscillations of the wagon-body on the  springs, combined 
with  the  undulatory motion in  the  framing,  set  up  strains  which 
were  dangerous  and injurious to  the wagon, and also  to the  rail; 
and  this was  one argument  in favour of the  trussed sole-bar, and 
also of the  Continental  practice of making  the  inner  loogitudinals 
continuous, like  the sole-bars, with  the  unbroken cross-bars 
fastened  underneath. This resulted  in a slightly  heavier  framing 
than  the  ordinary  system ; but  long bugie-wagons with  thin  steel 
plating  for bodies depended  solely on the  strength  and stiffness of 
their  framing  to  withstand  the buffing-shocks. It was a good thing 
that  all railway-wagons  were in  future  to  be  fitted  with  spring- 
buffers. The -close  solid coupling of railway-vehicles by  means 
of combined centre buffers and couplings, or by so-called auto- 
matic couplers of the  Janney  type, producing, as  already men- 
tioned, practically block trains,  greatly increased the  danger  and 
destruction  arising from accidents. He  would like  to  ask  the 
Authors  whether in these  riveted  steel wagons trouble  was  not 
experienced through loosening of badly closed rivets  and  the 
flying off of rivet-heads? He  had  had some  experience of steel 
wagons and  steel underframes, and  had found that both when 
wagons  were  standing  and  when  they were being knocked about 
in  shunting,  rivet-heads  frequently flew off, especially in hot 
weather. There  was no reason why a riveted  steel wagon  should 
not be thoroughly  satisfactory  and durable,  provided that it was 
carefully  and  well  built  to  start  with.  But wagon-work had 
notoriously an unfortunate  tendency  to be of the  roughest 
description, and it was  really  the exception  for  sound  work to be 
turned out. The wonder was that wagons  lasted as well as  they 
did ; b u t  they were heavy on repairs ; while  they would last for 
any  length of time  if  only  they were carefully  put together, with 
the  parts  well fitted, and  rivet-  and bolt-holes true  and  to size. 
For  instance, buffer-casings, axle-box guides, and brake-lever 
brackets  quickly worked loose on account of the  insecure  fastenings 
of the  bolts  and  nuts : the bolt-holes were often too slack both in  
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Mr. Lark. woodwork and  in  ironwork,  and  the  rough black nuts were always 
put on with  their convex faces against  the work, giving e very 
small bearing-surface, apparenlly because, being stamped, the 
concave faces always  had  four or six sharp corners which  had  to 
act  as bearing-surfaces, and  cut  into  the  metal  they were  screwed 
against.  The  pitchiug of bogie-trucks  when  the  brakes were 
applied was only possible by reason of the  small  bearing-sur- 
face round  the  pin  which  the Body usually  had  on  the bolster or 
crowbar.  It  ought  to be possible to  arrange some kind of fore- 
and-aft bearing or steadying eurfacc which would not be affected 
by  the  bending of the  framing  under load, and  there should  be 
also a bearing  at each  side in  the form of a rubbing-plate a t   the  
centre of each bogie-frame. This  arrangement would not be 
possible i f  the wagon-body rested on auxiliary  springs,  as  in Mr. 
Twinberrow’s otherwise workmanlike design. It would be  useful 
if the  Authors would give some comparison of the costs of various 
types of steel wagons and of wood-built wagons, on the basis of 
either gross or tare tonnage. 

iUr. Leslie. Mr. BRADFORD LESLIE remarked that it had  long been obvious 
that,  in  the  interests of economical railway-management, the old 
type of English wagon, weighing  perhaps 6 tons and  carrying 10 
tons, must  be replaced by more effective vehicles. On Indian 
railways, where  the use of timber wagons had  long been 
abandoned, the  ratio of working-expenses to gross earnings  was 
remarkably low, and  there was no doubt  that  this  result was in a 
considerable  degree due  to  the excellence of the  steel goods- 
stock designed and  sent  out  by Sir Alexander  Rendel and  other 
eminent  English  consulting engineers. His experience of 
steel wagons in India,  extending over 14 years, certainly 
confirmed Mr. Shackleford’s information  that steel  railway-wagons 
carefully  maintained  lost  but G per cent. by corrosion in ‘28 years. 
As to the  relative  merits of four-wheeled and bogie goods-stock, 
the  Tables prepared by Messrs. Shackleford and Jepson indicated 
that it was quite possible for  four-wheeled steel stock to show as 
good a ratio of load to  tare  as bogie-stock. This being so, the  only 
advantage  in  adopting  high-capacity bogie-wagons was  to bo 
looked for in easier haulage  and reduced train-lengths. In 
countries  where  all  facilities  and appliances,  such as  turn-tables, 
weigh-bridges,  coal-shipping plant, etc., had been  designed to  meet 
the  requirements of four-wheeled stock, it was obvious that  high- 
capacity bogie-wagons, except for special traffic in  particular cases, 
could only be very  gradually  introduced,  and it was  therefore 
clear that serious efforts should  be devoted to  the production of 
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the  best class of four-wheeled wagon. In  nearly  all  the wagons Mr. Leslie. 
exhibited  by  the  Papers  the  usual form of outside  stanchion for 
supporting  the sides of the vehicle was shown. I n  some high- 
capacity four-wheeled coal-wagons recently  sent  out  to one of 
the  Indian  trunk  lines (Fig. 4, Plate 3) these outside  stanchions 
had been abandoned, and  internal  wrought-iron knees had 
been substituted.  This  had  resulted  in a gain of 4 inches in 
width inside, or, for  a  vehicle of the dimensions indicated, of 
16 cwt. in  capacity. Where  height of sides was limited, as  in 
the case of coal-wagons for Indian  railways,  and for other 
countries also, this  extra  capacity  was of importance, and on a 
train of thirty vehicles it represented a gain of 24 tons of paying 
load without increased length of train. Some covered goods- 
wagons designed in  1903 for a railway'of 2-foot  B-inch gauge in  
India were interesting  as  showing  the  capacity of such a narrow 
gauge. They were carried on two four-wheeled bogies of the 
diamond type,  and  had a capacity of over 1,200 cubic feet; 
their  length  was 29 feet 6 inches, width G feet 4 inches, and 
height 7 feet 4 inches. With vacuum  brake-gear the  tare was 
7 tons 14 cwt., and  the designed load was 16 tons. Their  very 
large  capacity of over 70 cubic  feet to the  ton rendered them 
particularly  suitable for carrying  cotton or other  light  bulky 
articles,  while  the 16-ton  load was  equal  to  that of the  standard 
four-wheeled wagon for  the 5-foot 6-inch gauge on Indian 
railways. The equalized or compensating buffers illustrated  by 
Mr. Twinberrow  were  interesting. A similar device had been 
adopted on bogie  coaching-stock with 60-foot underframes on some 
of the  Indian railways, with successful results. 

know  whether  the cost of maintenance of railways  was increased 
by an  increase of the axle-load, say, from 14 tons  to 16 tons; 
and,  if  there  was  such  an increase, whether  the  extra cost was a 
serious item  to  set off against  the economy of a high-capacity 
wagon. 

timber underframes, or of iron  and  steel  underframes  with wooden 
bodies, though  limited  in use, had  largely helped to prejudice 
users generally against  the  introduction of steel  or  iron  in  the 
construction of wagons. He had  met  with  many  instances of 
remarkably  rapid corrosion of iron  and  steel  plates flitched into 
oak sole-bars, and of flanges of steel  channel sole-bars in contact 
with oak floors. This  might  be  attributed  to inaccessibility for 
painting ; and it was very probable that  the  tannic acid in oak floors 

Mr. ROBERT MILLER observed that it would be  interesting  to Mr. Miller. 

Mr. G. H. SHEFFIELD considered that  the  combination of iron  and Mr. Sheffield. 
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Sheffield. and sills, in  conjunction with  the impossibility of praventing 
moisture from creeping  between the wood and  the  metal,  had 
contributed  to  the rapid corrosion of the  steel  and  iron  in 
composite underframes. An all-steel  wagon  designed with every 
part accessible for  painting,  and  systematically overhauled and 
maintained,  successfully  withstood corrosion. Mr. Shackleford 
referred to  the  reduction of tare  in  large wagons as  contributing 
to economy by  permitting  the  running of shorter  trains,  with 
feweriwagons : unfortunately,  until recently, this view had been 
the only one taken  by  the technical and traffic departments of 
several  British railways. But  the  saving  due  to  this cause could 
be  only very small, being confined to a slight reduction of the 
fuel-consumption and a further  slight  saving  in  wear  and tear. 
The  true economy due  to  high  capacity and  low tare could be fully 
utilized only by  increasing  the  paying load  proportionately to  the 
saving  in  tare.  The use of boiled oil for preventing  the formation 
of rust on plates  immediately  after rolling,  advocated by Mr. 
Shackleford,  was  almost impossible, as a hard scale of oxide was 
formed and consolidated upon  the surfaces of the  plates  by  the 
act of rolling. Boiled oil  might  delay  further oxidation for a 
limited  time;  but  eventually  the mill-scale would peel from the 
plates, and  until it was  all removed the steelwork was  not  fitted 
for a permanent  protective coating. The method of treating  plates 
with boiled oil immediately  after  rolling  was in  many  quarters 
looked upon as obsolete. He preferred pickling  plates  in  dilute 
sulphuric  acid  for  the purpose of removing all scale, and  after- 
wards  washing  and  scratch-brushing  them before painting. AS 
an  aid  to  the  prevention of corrosion in  the  humid  climate of the 
British Isles, the use of galvanized plates and angles,  though  they 
were somewhat  expensive in first cost, would probably become 
general for steel wagons in the course of a few years. With  regard 
to  the  possibility of building four-wheeled wagons to compare 
favourably  with bogie-stock in  capacity  and  tare, it was  well  to 
bear  in  mind  that  tare was not  the  only  feature  to be considered. 
Further, 16 tons  per  axle was in excess of the  regulations  laid 
down by  the  Government of India,  although it was satisfactory 
to  know  that  several of the  large railway-companies in  India 
had decided to go beyond such regulations. The use of a 
rigid wheel-base of 11 to 12 feet  with an axle-load of 14 
tons  had  already  given  rise to many  derailments in English 
colliery-sidings and traders’ yards ; and it was a natural sequence 
that a long rigid wheel-base and a large axle-load contributed to 
additional wear in  tires  and rails, and involved  increased train- 
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resistance  especially  upon curves. On the  other  hand,  the use of Mr. Sheffield. 
bogie-stock limited  the  rigid wheel-base to 5 feet 6 inches  with a 
comparatively small  wear of tires  and  an absence of cause for 
derailment, in  addition  to  eliminating  two sets of buffers and 
draw-gear for the same axle-load. It would be  interesting to corn- 
pare  the wear of wheel-tires of bogie and four-wheeled wagons, 
with  similar axle-loads, and  working  in  the same class of traffic. 
The  advantage of self-discharging  wagons of high  capacity  was 
very marked for gasworks traffic, in which it was possible to  get 
a full  inward load and a 60 per cent. outward load of coke when 
the wagon  employed belonged to  the  railway  or  the gas-company. 
This  was a branch of traffic the  railways would do well to  cater 
for. With  few exceptions, the use of self-discharging wagons was 
confined to  the  north of England,  where  there were  between 
seventy  and  eighty  thousand  at work, varying  in  capacity from 10 
tons  to 40 tons. Their  advantages  in economy of handling  and 
discharge  were recognized not  only  in  the  export coal-traffic but 
also in  industrial concerns. The objection to  self-discharging 
wagons  raised by  many  large users of coal in the Midlands was  the 
cost of alterations a t  terminals  to allow of their use. Coupled with 
this  were  the objections aome railways  had  to  the introduction of 
rolling stock which  did  not comply altogether  with  their regulations. 
At  the  present  time spade-labour  predominated in  large  works con- 
suming as much as 100 tons of coal per  day.  The cost of discharging 
a 10-ton coal-wagon by  hand was about 2s., EO that, on the basis of a 
consumption of 100 tons per day, the cost of discharging coal in  
this  manner  during 5 days per week amounted  to 5%. This  amount 
capitalized a t  5 per cent. represented SE5,OOO ; and  an  expenditure of 
a t  least  half  this  amount,  namely 5,2,500, was justifiable for the 
purpose of remodelling terminal facilities with  the object of accom- 
modating self-discharging  wagons of high capacity. Mr. Jepson’s 
proposal (Fig. 5 ,  Plate 5, and Fig. 7, Plate 6) to  introduce  delivery 
beyond and between the  axles was not  new;  this system with 
ordinary  drop doors had been  adopted to a considerable extent 
on the  North  Eastern  Railway  in 15-ton and 20-ton wagons. The 
arrangement  naturally saved some of the  empty space nndel  the 
end slopes of double-hopper wagons, but  the colliery-proprietors 
favoured the  retention of the long slopes, as  they  were useful in 
preventing  breakage  when  loading  under  the colliery-screens, and 
the  smaller  relative  number of doors was an  advantage  when 
discharging.  Delivery-openings beyond the  axles  had been intro- 
duced in some of the  earlier  designs  by Messrs. Sheffield and 
Twinberrow,  but  they were not to be recommended for coal when  the 
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Mr. Sheffield. question of breakage was important,  though  the  arrangement  was 
useful for ballast and  other materials. The  test loads  referred to 
by Mr. Jepson a t  pp. 137 and 144 showed that  the complete  wagon 
deflected only one-eighth  as much as  the  underframe, even thotlgh 
the load was 10 per cent. greater.  The body, therefore,  carried 
seven-eighths of the load, though  not specially  designed  for the 
purpose ; and  the  underframe only got one-eighth of the  vertical 
load  for which its somewhat elaborate  construction was designed. 
Mr.  Sheffield found it more economical to design the  part  that 
carried  the load in practice  specially for that  duty;  then,  any desired 
amount of reinforcement  for buffing-shocks could be added in  the 
cheapest possible manner. It was  a singular commentary upon the 
cost of pressed-steel work  that  the pioneers of the pressed-steel 
hopper-wagons in America should now  advertise  their readiness 
to  build wagons and  to employ for the purpose commercial sections 
of channels  and angles  only. I n  conclusion, as Mr. Tminberrow's 
collaborator, he would like  to  state  that  the designs  shown at  the 
conclusion of his  Paper  had been discussed by them 12 years ago, 
but  at  that  time  the prospect of introducing  such  rolling stock had 
been looked upon as hopeless in  Great  Britain.  The application 
of a  well-known principle  to a new purpose was often looked 
upon  with suspicion, and  therefore it was advisable to  state 
that  wagons  constructed  with  girder sides were  not  liable  to 
show structural weakness. The  growing  weight  and cost of 
corridor-, dining-  and sleeping-coaches, approaching  in  many cases 
40 tons, with  their  heavy  underframes  and insufficient trussing, 
pointed to  the necessity for a revision of designs;  and  the 
application of steel-girder sides without  separate  underframes 
might  prove to be the solution of a difficulty which would require 
to  be faced in  the  near  future. 

Xrr. Thwnite. Mr. B. H. THWAITE mentioned that  in a lecture' on '' British  and 
Foreign  Railway Rates," delhered before the London Chamber of 
Commerce in March, 1890, he  had  submitted  statistics demon- 
strating  the economies secured in American railway practice by the 
employment of high-capacity goods-wagons. Fig. 8 had been 
prepared from data  supplied  by  the  United  States Government. 
Although  at  the  time of the  lecture  he  had been severely 
criticized by  journals devoted to British  railway  interests, i t  was 
certain  that  British railway-companies had  at  last realized the 
advantages of high-capacity wagons  for the  transport of many 
kinds of raw material. They  had been slow to  adopt  the  Pullman 

The Tintee, 10 March, 1899. 
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car, but  all first-class railways now had  passenger-trains made up Mr. Thwnite. 
of such  cars;  and  he believed that  the  change  in  the  structural 
character  and  capacity of goods-wagons on British  railways Tvould 
be universal, a t  least for raw  materials such as coal, ore, lime- 
stone,  cotton, etc., as well as for the products of chemical  manu- 

Fig. 8. 

factures  and for agricultural produce. The  transition from the 
old British  type of wagon  on  American railways  might be said to 
have commenced in 1883, which was also the  date of the con- 
struction of the first steel-skeleton structure.  Both  changes 
had  had a remarkable influence on American  constructional methods, 
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Mr. Thwaite. and  had immensely stimulated the American steel-industry, 
increasing  the  yearly home demand  for steel  by  many million 
tons. American railway-managers  had soon realized the  great 
saving  in cost of transit by the  reduction of the  ratio of tare  to 
paying load. Fig. 9 showed the effect of the  gradual increase in 
capacities ; and it would be seen that  the  doubling of the wagon- 
capacity  had reeulted in  a  reduction of the cost by  about one-half. 
In 1883 the  average expense per ton-mile with wagons of 9.75  
tons capacity  was 0.35d. I n  1891, with a  capacity of 18.11 tons, 
the cost per ton-mile was 0.18d. It would be expected that, 
with  such a reduction of tare  as was  obtained by the use of 
high-capacity wagons, the  train-loads would be  greatly increased 

Fig. 9. 

and  the cost per ton-mile would be reduced. Fig. 10 showed that 
this  was so. In 1870 the cost per ton-mile  was 0.57d. for a 
train-load of 103 tons. I n  1890 the cost per ton-mile  was 
0.27d. with a train-load of 248 tons. I n  the  history of the 
British  transition from  low-capacity to  high-capacity wagons the 
pioneer work of the  Tubular  Frame  Wagon Company  should be 
mentioned. This company, about 11 years ago, had  attempted to 
introduce a tubular-framed bogie-wagon, for which  they claimed an 
actual  carrying-capacity of 70 per cent. of its gross load, or a ratio 
of paying load to  tare  equal  to twice that of the  ordinary wagon. 
Calculation showed that in 300 days  per  year,  with an average 
run of 20 miles, more than seven times  the profit of an  ordinary 
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wagon would be secured. A 304011 tubular bogie-wagon had been Mr. Thwaite. 
employed 011 the  Great  Northern  Railway to carry  ironstone  from 
Grantham  to  the  West  Yorkshire  Iron  and Coal Company’s furnaces 
a t  Ardsley, near Leeds. Its tare  was 8 tons 10 cwt., and  the  net 
load 30 tons, giving a ratio of paying load to  total load equal  to 78 
per cent. Bogie-wagons of this  type  had been run,  while loaded, 
along  the Millwall Dock sidings,  and  had so satisfied an official a t  
the Millwall Junction of the  Great  Eastern  Railway  that  he  had 
reported them  to be well  suited for travelling around the  curves of 
the dock-sidings. The prejudice against  the American wagon, 
because of its revolutionary  carrying-capacity  and increastrd 
dimensions, and its  tubular construction, had proved fatal,  and 

Fig. 10. 
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the work and  energy of the  Tubular  Frame  Wagon Company’s 
engineers  had  had  little  or no effect in  securing unprejudiced con- 
sideration of the claims of the American high-capacity wagon. 
The  carrying-capacity of the  typical American railway for goods 
was a revelation  to  the  average  British railway-engineer. The 
latter would probably  not be satisfied with  the  constructional 
details of the bogies of many of the cara, which appeared to 
be rather  roughly  made;  but in the  general design of the 
nlodern American bogie-wagon with  spring-bufers  there was 
probably  little  to find fault  with.  Indeed  the best of these 
designs were the  result of closely-examined experience+ fact 
which should not be overlooked. The  wear  and  tear of the 
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Mr. Thwaite. permanent  way  with high-capacity steel bogie-wagons must be 
much less than  with  the  primitive, solid-buffer wooden wagons. 
The  breakage  and loss of material  in  transit  must be greatly 
reduced, and  the  extinction of the  banging  and  clashing  in 
the assemblage of solid-buffer wagons on  British  sidings was  a 
result  that  all  engineers  must desire to see attained.  The 
30-ton to EO-ton steel bogie-wagon was  well  adapted for direct 
electric  driving,  and  very  long  trains  might  be made up of 
electrically-driven bogie-wagons, the wheels of each  wagon being 
driving-wheels, so that  the  wear of the  rails would  be greatly 
reduced.' The facilities  provided by  such self-propelled goods- 
wagons in  respect of assemblage and general siding-services were 
obvious. The  change from timber wagons to high-capacity 
steel bogie-wagons would furnish a much-needed stimulus  to 
British  iron and steel  industries,  and  thus balance the encourage- 
ment  given  to American  ironworks and  steelworks  by  the corre- 
sponding  change on American  railways. 

~ 1 1 s  Vereinigte The VEREIRIGTE MASCHLNEXFABRIK AUGSBURG UND M ~ C H I X E N B A U -  
n*aachinen- GESELLSCHAFT N~RNBERG stated  that  in some high-capacity self- 
labrik Augs- 
,,urg, etc. discharging bogie coal-wagons, of which  they  had  supplied  thirty 

to  the  Bavarian  State Railways, they  had made the  two  end slopes 
33O, and  the  two  inner slopes 37". The load of the wagons 
was 38 tons, and  their  tare 17  9 tons ; the axle-load of the loaded 
wagons was 14 tons, equal  to 4 tons per  lineal  metre of wagon- 
length over buffers (1.2 ton  per  lineal foot). They forwarded a 
diagram  illustrating  the wagon.' 

nfr. Twin- Mr. TWIHBERROW, in  reply,  statod  that  the bolster-springs 
berrow- referred t o  by Mr. Cowan were  visible for inspection from each 

side of the wagon beneath  the sill, and checks  were fitted  to 
relieve  them from all possibility of damage through excessive 
shock. The  total  depth of the  riveted connections in  an  ordinary 
underframe  being only 6 inches, they were more liable  to work 
loose under  racking stresses than those of a braced structure of the 
full  depth of the body. There  did  not  appear  to be any marked 
advantage  in  the extended  employment of pressed parts for the 
latter  type of structure. Pressed-steel  construction  was  not the 
only  alternative to the system of trussing referred to  by Mr. IIJde. 
First cost was a most important element, as the  charges  for 
interest  and depreciation were, much higher  than  the  outlay on 
maintenance. He  thought  that  the  administrations of certain 
railways  had  not  given sufficient consideration t o  this point. He 

This diagram is in the Library of the Institution. 
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might  instance a single contract placed a t  a preferential  rate Mr. Twin- 
which involved an  extra  yearly  expediture of S2,OOo in  providing 
for intcrest  and depreciation. The  remarks of Mr. Jones  merited 
careful consideration, but  his comparison of the  results of working 
flat-bottomed and hopper  wagons  was somewhat academic. Both 
classes of wagon could be  made to  carry  an  equal  standard  net 
tonnage, and unless the tare of the hopper type was so unneces- 
sarily  high as to compel the traffic-department to  shorten  the  trains 
by one wagon, there would be no appreciable difference in  the 
cost of working on either  the loaded or the  return  journey. 
Equal  quantities of freight would be moved with a less number of 
hopper-vehicles owing  to  the  quicker  dispatch  at  terminals. The 
linlit of 8 tons  per  square  inch was given as a normal  working- 
stress for ordinary  steel ; it was of course subject  to modification by 
consideration of the  range of stress and  the  ratio of the  free  length 
of compression members to  the  radius of gyration of the cross 
section. An  inclination of only 30' for the sides of' hoppers  was too 
flat ; Mr. Twinberrow's  designs provided 36" for coal and 42" for 
iron ore. The  advantage of a long horizontal base for the open- 
ings  was obvious, on account of the  facility i t  gave for giving  the 
slopes a steep  inclination  and for providing a free  and unimpeded 
exit  about 10 square  feet  in  area for the passage of large pieces of 
material. He  did not regard  the  ratio of working-expenses to gross 
receipts  mentioned by Nr. Bradford  Leslie as a  satisfactory criterion 
of the efficiency or otherwise of railway-working.  Internal knees 
were more costly than  outside stiffeners, and were  also open to  the 
objection that  they  obstructed  the complete  removal of bulk  freight 
and caused damage to  bags  and  other packages. 

Papers  had evoked criticism  from some experienced practical men, ford. 
whose opinions must be considered of weight. Their communica- 
tions, however, did  not  appear  to  call for many  remarks from him. 
Asseveral  writers  had referred to  the continuous draw-bars  which  he 
recommended, he would  merely point  out  that  his opinion upon this 
pattern  must  be  very  largely  agreed  with,  as through draw-bars 
were  almost universally  adopted on the  leading  British  railways. 
It was true  that  with a properly  constructed  and well-fitted metal 
frame  they were not so necessary as  with  the old timber wagon ; 
but why  should  frames  be  subjected to  extra  strains which were 
quite unnecessary and could so readily be avoided ? He  quite 
agreed with Mr. Cowan that even modern machines might  fail  to 
produce good work, if not  properly applied, and  native  hand- 
riceters were certainly  able  in some cases to produce good results, 

Mr. SHACKLEFORD, in  reply, observed that  he was pleased that  the IIr. Shackle- 
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Mr. Shackle- but,  he  submitted,  not ao cheaply  as  where modern  machinery  was 
ford. employed ; and further,  with good up-to-date  plant,  ordinary  and 

cheap  labourers  could  readily  be  employed. With  regard  to 
Mr. Hack's  remarks, he would be very  pleased  indeed t o  design a 
self-discharging  30-ton  wagon  when  adequate  dimensions  were 
available on the  English railways, but  the difficulty at  present 
was that  the  height of wagon  which  would  be  required  to  discharge 
so large  a  quantity of mineral at  an  angle sufficient  to  ensure its 
sliding would  be  above the gauge. With  the  existing  arrange- 
ment,  he would  suggest putting  two  hoppers on one long  frame, 
with four doors instead of two;  but  this  really  meant  the same as 
two  wagons of smaller  capacity ; and  he contended that possible 
advantages  would be found in  being  able  to  divide  the loads, a 
result  similar  to  what was arrived a t  by the employment of the 
present  10-ton wagons. The  remarks of Mr. Jones, coming from 
one having  large  experience of Indian lines,  must be considered 
worthy of attention ; but in addition  to the buffers  referred t o  as 
made for the  North Mount Lye11 Railway, Mr. Shackleford  had 
designed  many  patterns of buffers  which  would give  similar 
results. As to  the average  wagon-load on British  railways, it had 
been given t o  him as just  under 5 tons  by one of the most 
experienced  railway-managers,  and this was  borne  out  by the 
remarks made by Mr. Bury,  General  Manager of the  Great 
Northern  Railway, in the discussion. 

blr. Jepson. Mr. JEPSON, in  reply,  observed that  the difficulty of effecting 
repairs  to  pressed-steel  wagons,  mentioned  by Mr. Cowan, did  not 
appear  to  be  experienced  by  the  railways  which used such wagons. 
Confirmation of this  was afforded by  the remarks of  Mr. Hyde. 
Still, if a  railway-company  wished  to  provide  against such diffi- 
culties, all  that  was necessary  was to  stipulate  for  a few  spare 
parts  when  ordering  a  large  number of wagons. It would be just 
as difficult  to  execute  ropairs  to  a  channel  underframe  without the 
necessary  material.  There  were  many  thousand  pressed-steel 
underframes  and  bogies in  use, both in  Great  Britain  and abroad, 
but  spare  parts  were  practically  never asked for; hence it WRS to 
be  concluded that  what  damage  did occur through  accident  was 
of such a nature  that it could be repaired.  Particulars of the 
underframe  test  referred  to on p. 137 were  to be found in Engi- 
neering.l While  he  agreed  with Mr. Cowan's remarks  as  to  pig- 
iron being  the most suitable  material  for  making  up  a  test-load 
and  that it should be placed directly on the floor of the wagon, 

Vol. lxxii., p. 743. 
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for this  particular  test it had been more convenient, owing to the Mr. Jepson. 
time  available  and  the  material a t  hand,  to load with  thin  plates 
in  six different piles. The  weight of the  plates  had been dis- 
tributed  as  far  as possible over the  length of the  underframe  by 
cross battens. KO longitudinal  timbers  whatever  had been used, 
and  by  this means the  nearest approach to a  load of pig-iron had 
been obtained. The test-loads on the complete wagons, described 
in  his  Paper,  had been  made up of coal and  pig-iron piled  above the 
coal. With reference to examples Nos. 22 and 24 in  Appendix 11. 
of Mr. Shackleford’s Paper,  which were referred to by Mr. Jones 
as  giving  the  high load-efficiency of 74.2 per cent., i t  should be 
noted that  both  these wagons had a very  small  cubic capacity, 
one having  only 17 cubic  feet  and  the  other 15.2 cubic feet  per 
ton : whereas the load-efficiencies of the  various coal-wagons 
given  in  the  Table on p. 131 were all based on the  net measurement 
loads, calculated at  40 cubic  feet per ton, the nominal loads not 
being  taken  into consideration. This  he considered the  better 
way of making a comparison of the efficiencies, and  he  had therefore 
i n  his  Paper  only  given  details of wagons having a net  capacity 
of 40 cubic  feet  per ton. For example, a covered goods-wagon, 
designed for bulky  materials  requiring 100 cubic  feet  per  ton, 
could not possibly show anything  like so high a load-efficiency as 
an ore-wagon requiring  only 20 cubic  feet  per ton. Capacity  as 
well  as load should be taken  into account in  making comparisons 
of the  various systems. I n  reply to  Mr. Lart,  the working-stress 
of 4 tons per  square  inch only referred to  the  material of the 
bogie sole-bars over the axle-box openings, where these had  to be 
set up, the  shape of the  top flange being  such  that i t  would not 
admit of a high compressive stress  without  crippling. A  stress of 
6 tons  per  square  inch,  or one-fourth of the  ultimate breaking-stress, 
was permissible on any of the  underframe members. With  regard 
to  the  average load of the present four-wheeled wagon used for 
general merchandise traffic on British railways, which on p. 127 
was  given as 2 tons  per  wagon, this referred  to loaded wagons  only. 
The  figure  given  by Mr. Oliver Bury  in  the discussion was 
2$ tons  per wagon, which would no doubt be correct, as efforts 
had been made  for some time to  increase the  arerage loads. 
If, however, it were  found possible to put into operation  a 
system  such  as  that suggested by Mr.  Dobson, the  average 
load  per  wagon could be  greatly increased, and  the present 
tendency  was in  that  direction. As to loose rivets  and bad 
workmanship,  Mr. Lart  might  be referred  to the  remarks in Mr. 
Hyde’s  communication on wagons with pressed-steel underframes 
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Mr. J e w n .  and bogies. Mr. Hyde's complaint  was that  the workmanship 
was too good and too much like boiler-work. This compliment 
Mr. Jepson  had  heard repeated many  times  by various  engineers, 
who in  late  years  had  had  experience  with  British pressed-steel 
wagons and carriage-bogies. No trouble such as was  referred to 
by Mr. Lart  had been experiencetl. The holes in  the  various 
members, being  drilled  through carefully-prepared steel bushed 
templates, were fair,  and  the  rivets in  both underframes and 
bogies were practically  all closed by  hydraulic machinery. Iu 
this form of construction there  was  only  about  one-fourth of the 
number of rivets  in frames composed wholly of rolled sections. The 
provision of inside knees in place of outside  stanchions,  referred to 
by Mr. Bradford  Leslie, certainly allowed of considerable additional 
capacity  being obtained in wagons which  had to conform to  the 
Indian load-gauge, as   i t  allowed additional  width for  isolated 
fittings, such as  hinge-brackets,  door-fastenings  and coping- 
sections;  but  with  a load-gauge where no such  allowance was 
made, this  advantage disappeared, because the  stanchions only 
projected about  the same distance from the  side  plates as such 
fittings,  they were not so heavy, and  they did not  interfere  with 
the shovelling,  as inside knees  did. With reference to Mr. 
Sheffield's remark  that  in  practice  be found i t  more economical to 
design the  part  that  carried  the load specially  for that  duty,  the 
economy referred  to was, presumably, the  saving  in  tare : this  being 
so, i t  was  unfortunate he did  not  furnish  the  tares of a few of the 
wagons  which had been constructed on the  sptem  he advocated, for 
comparison with wagons provided with pressed-steel underframes. 
The  following were  examples of the  two constructions :- 

%FOOT 6 - h ~ ~  GACGE  HIGH-SIDED  WAGOXS; CAPACITY, 31 TONE. 

Wagon with  pressed-steel underframe and bogies and standard] ';?. ?it. 
fittings of the Central South  African  Ruilways' . . . . 

Wagon with body designcd on the  principle advocated by Mr. 
Sheffield for Natal Government Railways* . . . . . . ) l 5  0 

&FOOT 84-IXCH  GAUGE  HIGH-SIDED  COAL-WAGONS; CAPACITY, 30 TONS. 

Taw. 

Wagon with  pressed-steel underframe and  bogies for the Cale-} 12 16 

Wagon with body designed on principii advocated by Mr. 
Sheffield,  and constructed in the  United  States, for the Cab- 
donian  Railway . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Wagon for North-Eastern  Railway,  with body desiened on prin- 
ciple  advocated  by Mr. Sheffield, and shown in Figs. 5, Plate l} 

donian Railway3. . . . . . . . . . .  

See Engineering, vol.  Ixxii. p. 743. 
See The Eugineer, vol.  xcv. p. 324.' ' 

a See Engineering, vol. Ixxii. p. 746. 
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4 - F o o ~  ~$-IscH GAUGE 40-Tox SELF-DISCHARGIHQ WAGONS Mr. Jepson. 
FOR NORTH-EASTERN RAILWAY. Tare. 

Average tare of wagons with pressed-stcel underframes; similar) 16 

Tare of wagons designed on principle advocated by Mr. Sheffield 16 7 

From  the foregoing i t  appeared  that flat-bottomed wagons con- 
structed  with  girder sideg, instead of being more economical in 
tare,  were  about 15 per cent. heavier  than wagons of the same 
capacity constructed with  separate pressed-steel underframes ; 
and the  self-discharging wagons  constructed on the same principle 
were  also heavier  than those provided with pressed-steel under- 
frames. These examples  bore out  the  statements made on pp. 137 
and 138 regarding  the  two forms of construction. With  regard  to 
the cost of pressed-steel wagons, there was no reason why  they could 
not be produced at  the same price as wagons built of rolled sections, 
and  the  fact  that orders  for wagons of this  construction were 
regularly  being  obtained  in competition with wagons of the  built- 
up  type, proved this  to be the case. As to  the  value  and soundness 
of  this form of construction, Mr. Hyde’s remarks  should suffice. 

Tons. Cut. 

to that shown in Figs. 3, Plate 5 . . . . . . . . 

1 March, 19Ok 

Sir WILLIAM H. WHITE, E.C.B.,D.Sc., LL.D.,P.R.S.,President, 
in the Chair. 

The Council reported that  they  had  recently  transferred  to  the 
class of 

MAXFRED POWIS BALE. WILLSAY ?tfUlR€iEAD. 

CHARLES THOMAS BROXUP. ARTHUR HENRY PREECE. 
TOM CHABLES EKIN. JOHN ARTHUR THORNTON. 
THOMAS HAYWARD. ERNEST FREDERIC CROSBIE TRENCH, 
HENRY ALBERT HOY. MA., B.A.I. (Dublin). 

Nembem. 

CYRIL FRANCIS BENGOCGH. CHARLES \VILLIAI OaMAX. 

HARRY ROBERT IiEMPE. ALFRED DRYDEN TUDHOPE. 

And had  admitted  as 
Students. 

CHARLES MAURICE BAISSAC. 
WILLIAM EDWARD GUSTAVE BENDER. 
HENRY CHARLES DUFFIELD, B.A. 

REGINALD FRANCIS BOYD GAUDIN. 
(Cantab.) 

BENJAMIN HENRY NOEL HUS 
HAMILTON. 

RALPR JAMES HOPE, B.A.I. (Dublin.) 

WILLIAM CLARE HUQHES. 
STEPHEN LACEY. 
RALPH GRANT RIDINQS. 
HAROLD WILLIAM TOWNEND CHUI~CHILL 

ERIC MONTAGU TABOB. 

V m  DEB MEEWE. 

SABINE. 

A N D R ~  EMHANUEL  MARIE F R ~ D ~ R I C  

P 2  
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